Trial Introductory Flight
30 or 60 Mins

$178 / $268

1 Session

All it takes is one flight see the world differently.
Learn To Fly Melbourne is here to open your eyes to the world above and make your dream flight
happen. See the world how we see it, peer out the aircraft windows at the horizons beyond, while
our trained pilots safely guide you through flying. Our instructors will track your progress and offer
ongoing support to not just take you in the air, but to get you flying.
Not only is it for thrill seekers wanting a taste of flying, but combined with our theory and training
flights, it can lead towards your Recreational Pilot’s Licence or Commercial Pilot Licence. Who
knows? You might not want to ever leave the sky and begin a career in aviation. It may not have
occurred to you that it was even possible. But you thought it would be too costly or time poor. It’s
easy to start pilot training at our school, and even easier since you can step into the aircraft for
fun and get started right away building flying time.
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●
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30 Mins
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Who Should Join?

Learning Outcome

Aircraft

Student who has no

Will know how to control the
aircraft and all the effects of the
controls

Sling 2

or little flying
experience

Training Progress
Sessions

Contents

Sling 2 Or Bristell

Briefing

Pre-Flight Briefing

Flight

Effects of Controls

30 or 60 mins

Total Flying Hours

30 or 60 mins

Syllabus
Effects of Controls

This lesson is designed to give the student hands on practice in flying the
airplane by using the primary, secondary and ancillary controls.
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Pricing Structure
30 Mins Trial Introductory Flight
Inclusions

Cost

1 Briefing & 1 De-Briefing

$178

30mins Flight Training (Sling 2)
Price

$178

60 Mins Trial Introductory Flight
Inclusions

Cost

1 Briefings & 1 De-Briefing

$268

60mins Flight Training (Sling 2)
Price

$268

Payment Options
1. Upfront course payment options include cash, Visa Mastercard, Amex, EFTPOS or direct
bank transfer. Please note a 3% surcharge may apply for credit card payments.
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